ATT Keep changing our plans every week is annoying and frustrating and always to change us to more expensive plans. It's annoying that AT&T is so expensive when every carrier tries to be cheaper for the public. T-Mobile and Sprint are good at being cheaper for everyone to use. But AT&T keeps changing the data plan, tether plan, voice, minutes plan. It's annoying because they want to confuse the clients with the millions of cellular plans.

The prepaid plan is PREPAID. The day AT&T obliges us to pay monthly for a prepaid plan, I will sue the company. When you pay for data and voice, it's supposed to be everything related to the smartphone. Divide one obvious plan for data in four different plans is ABSURD. Voice is voice, and data is data. Tether is data, and prepaid data is data. Prepaid voice minutes are minutes, and voice. They want to squeeze everything for us to pay more. Everyone must have data included in their plan no matter what it is. Every cellphone must be accessible for everyone, and the voice and data are equal for everyone.